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About This Game

The aim of the game is to get one resource, as all clickers, and in this case the resource is obviusly, money.

You have some different types of business, you click on them, and will five you money when they are done.
You can improve that types of business to be faster and to generate more money, and you can also make them authomatic by

hiring people to manage them.

This is not a clicker where you can only click and click, in this game you need to follow a strategy, there are differents, so it's
your choice.

What to expect:

-Easy gameplay

-Relaxing clicker game

-A lot of options

-Very long gameplay.

-If you close the game, it will be auto saved.
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Dont buy this! This Clicker is terrible.

No Option Menu. No option to disable Sound = RIP Headphone Users. No Window mode. You need to press Alt+F4 to end the
Game.

Better you play one of the free2play Clickers. They are much better.. DO NOT BUY.

Completely broken idle clicker. Go play a free idle clicker in your browser or here on Steam.

The idle clicker mechanic where you get a multiplier after a reset is displayed ingame but does not work. You will
forever stay at 0% bonus

Game automatically saves, but when you start it up again, the upgrade multipliers you bought have no effect anymore.
You cannot buy them again until you reset.

Alt+TAB out and back into the game to switch off the annoying music

Seems to use the infamous "minimum" settings of the Unity engine where the engine goes crazy and uses 40% CPU and
GPU power or more.

I want the hour I poked at this mess back.. One of the worst games i ever played, better invest your money in something else
than this meme of a game, this game has eventually a bitcoin miner running in the background while you have this game open.
this game is developing work of like 10 minutes.. Its an incremental game with no settings at all, no achievements, no content
realy.. DO NOT BUY THIS RIPP OFF!
As someone pointed out in a comment, this is a publish of some assets in the unity store: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/idle-clicker-business-tycoon-simulation-94393.

This game has barely any content and is not functional.

Cons:
- Played for one minute, can't figure out how to turn off the sound in-game :(...
- After tabbing out and putting it off manually I tabbed back and found the resolution changed, weird, but I can deal with that.
- Bought a manager, but nothing happened, had to activate the product again before the manager did his thing.
- The button 'Issue new shares' (I didn't had any) apparantly ascends\/resets your progress (not sure what the benefit is). I wasn't
asked if I was sure though, so I lost my 10 minute progress.
- HOW DO YOU EXIT THIS GAME? (beside ALT+F4)
- When the MAX buy multiplier is active the amounts do not reflects what you actually pay for it. (e.g. you have $1000, cost
says $100, click button, actually costs: 987)
- Can't change my company name?
- Can't change currency
- I got 8x 4GH core, this game uses a steady 40% CPU and 55% GPU, WTF?

Pros:
- Still searching for them. DO NOT BUY THIS RIPP OFF!
As someone pointed out in a comment, this is a publish of some assets in the unity store: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/idle-clicker-business-tycoon-simulation-94393.
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